THE COOKIE POLICY
The cookie policy of the www.extral.com website has been prepared in accordance with the
obligations arising from the Act of 16 July 2004 Telecommunications Law (i.e. Journal of Laws of
2021, item 576).

1. The operator of the extral.com website is Extral Sp. z o.o. with headquarters at ul. Wygoda 2,
44-240 Żory. The entity that places cookies on the Website User's end device and obtains
access to them is the Website operator.
2. This cookie policy covers all platforms and types of devices. In the case of different operating
systems or platforms, the scope of collected cookies may differ.
3. Cookies are small IT data sent by a web server and saved on the user's side. The information
contained in cookies allows the information contained in them to be read only by the party
that created them. Therefore, the website cannot access other user's files on the computer.
4. The pages of the Website may contain references to other websites that apply their own
privacy policies. We recommend that you read each of these policies, as we cannot be held
responsible in any way for the rules on these sites.
5. Within the www.extral.com website, the following are used:
1. cookies necessary for the operation of the website, incl. to:
a) maintaining the Website User's session (after logging in), thanks to which the User
does not have to re-enter the login and password on each subpage of the Website;
b) functional related to the operation of the portal, including allow you to remember
consent to cookies.
2. cookies needed to create statistics that help to understand how Website Users use
websites and the number of views of given pages, which allows improving their
structure and content;
3. cookies needed to define the user's profile in order to display him matched materials
in advertising networks, in particular the Google network;
4. analytical / functional cookies related to embedding a YouTube video on the website.
6. Software for browsing websites (web browser) usually allows cookies to be stored on the
User's end device by default. Website users can change the settings in this regard. The web
browser allows you to delete cookies. It is also possible to automatically block cookies.
Detailed information on this subject can be found in the help or documentation of the web
browser. Failure to change the settings of the software used to browse this extral.com
website and its subpages means, pursuant to art. 173 paragraph. 2 of the
Telecommunications Law Act, acceptance of the cookies used here. If the user does not wish
to receive cookies, he may change the browser settings.
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7. Restrictions on the use of cookies may affect some of the functionalities available on the
Website pages.
8. Cookies placed on the Website User's end device may also be used by advertisers and
partners cooperating with the Website operator.
9. In terms of information about user preferences collected by the Google advertising network,
the user can view and edit information resulting from cookies using the tool:
https://www.google.com/ads/preferences/.
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